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1. Introduction

Environment in which human being works has spread
in the various directions by development of technology
in recent years. In many cases, such field is accompa-
nied with danger, then the necessity for work robots
in such space is increased. Furthermore, the multi
functional robot which can do many tasks is desirable
in such environment. Therefore, development of the
robot which has redundancy was investigated and de-
veloped, to name just a few. [1][2][3][4]

As a model of the snake type robot treated in this
paper, it is assumed that the robot has passive wheels
at each link and a friction coefficient to the tangent di-
rection of the body link is 0 and normal one is infinity,
i.e., the snake robots has constraints of not sliding to
the normal direction of the wheels. (See Fig. 1)

In control of this type of the robot, singular avoid-
ance of postures is one of the important problems
where the singular posture means the state when it
is impossible for a robot to move further. As typi-
cal examples, the shape of a straight line or arc are
known.[6][5](Fig 2)

In the last paper, we proposed a winding control
technique using a physical index of horizontal con-
straint force. [7] When it approaches a target point,
it is necessary to raise a head and to work like a ma-
nipulator. However, depending on the number of links
to raise, the degree of freedom may be insufficient or
conversely redundant. Therefore, a technique of the
head configuration control using a criterion function
which is not influenced a number of links to raise was

Figure 1: A snake robot (SMA)
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Figure 2: Singular posture

proposed.

In order to show the validity of the proposed meth-
ods, we constructed a snake like robot called SMA
(Super-Mechano Anaconda). Using the experimental
system, we showed that the winding pattern with which
the robot can avoid a singular posture is generated au-
tomatically, and head position and head configuration
converge to a desired one. In this paper we summa-
rized the last results and a control method of the wind-
ing just before raising the head for reaching to avoid
falling down of the whole body. The validity of the
proposed method is shown by numerical simulation.
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